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Serial Dynasty - Becky/Rebecca's Notes - Extract 2

[Becky's notebook - written before Adnan's arrest in response to Hae's disappearance/death. First referenced on page 14 of
her typed 9 April police statement https://undisclosed.wikispaces.com/file/view/Undis_E02_Becky_s_Witness_Statement.pdf
Full notebook (aka journal) was presented at Trial 2 as Defendant's Exhibit 15, during Rebecca/Becky's testimony on Day 2,
Wed, 23 Feb 2000 https://undisclosed.wikispaces.com/file/view/T2W32+Becky+W.pdf
Complete journal is not available. 4 extracts available, 3 via Split the Moon blog and 2 via Serial Dynasty/Truth and Justice
podcast, one extract was repeated by both sources.]

[Extract 1- STMB_Becky-notebook-Adnan-and-Haes-relationship]
Adnan's Relationship w/ Hae:
Both very loving, both very faithful, loved to tease each other and make jokes, publicly affectionate yet VERY respectful, NEVER
fought around anyone, had little disagreements sometimes but always worked them out by talking, neither one eever tried to
hurt the other, if one was hurt both were hurt (a lot of empathy), if one did something to upset the other an apology was
always mad & problem resolved, both would do anything for the other, if Hae wanted space @ a certain time Adnan said okay
no questions asked (King's Dominion), both were happy in relationship but both knew it wouldn't last forever, very supportive
of each other,
[End of Extract 1]

[Extract 2- STMB_Becky-notebook-Adnan-character.png]
Adnan's character:
laid back, funny, always joking, completely understanding & compassionate, willing to do anything for anyone, very good
listener, gave advice when he could, faithful, loyal, protective of friends & loved ones, spiritual, very respectful of everyone,
genuinely polite, loving, supportive
[End of Extract 2]

[Extract 3 - STMB_Becky-notebook-When-Hae-Missing.png was also posted by SDTJ, see below]
Adnan's reactions to Hae missing: *
At first he thought, like all of us, that she'd just gone to Don's house (maybe she was mad: her mom or something). Became
concerned when he realized she hadn't gone to work & didn't come to Krista's party. Still tried to figure out [illegible struck
through] where she was, maybe she'd gone to California to see her dad. He mentioned that she'd said something about if
things got really bad she'd just go to her dad's. When she didn't show up @ school Tuesday Jan. 19th, he was very concerned.
He stayed after school for track practice and cam to Mrs. Muse's room
[End of Extract 3]

[Extract 4- SDTJ Becky notebook - end of relationship]
End of relationship:
Not at all bitter, probably originated from Hae, but both agreed on it; was somewhat awkward for Adnan @ first but Hae
always still called him & paged him w/ "I love you", "I miss you" messages; Adnan realized that he wouldn't be able to move
on unless he was friends with her, so they still talked and were very close to
[end of Extract 4]

[Extract 5 - SDTJ Becky notebook - reaction to Hae missing is a repeat of Extract 3 from STMB but a slightly different shape]

